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Overview of the international historiography?

 Ideas: ‘precursors and drivers’

 I: Understanding deinstitutionalisation

 Processes of reform: ‘paths and paces’

 II: Designing and implementing reform

 Challenges in transforming theory into

practice: ‘outcomes’

 III: New conceptualisations of therapy and

space



Background

 2012 covenant:

 1/3 reduction of ‘intramural beds’ in 2020

 “The Netherlands is lagging behind”

 ‘Seed money’ for writing a research proposal

 Study of national and international historiography

 This conference as ‘seminar’

 My role: side-kick / relative ‘outsider’ from field of medical history:

 exploring new avenues for research – new sense of urgency



Family history: brother institutionalized



Professional history: occupational therapist

‘Rehabilitation’ and the ‘Amsterdam model’
http://www.waterheuvel.nl/geschiedenis/

What’s new?

http://www.waterheuvel.nl/geschiedenis/


Present debate ‘confused persons’



‘New avenues for research’

1. Clarification and conceptualization

• From definitions to conceptual history

2. Localization and internationalization

• From comparative to connected histories

3. Legitimization and participation

• From institutions to people and ‘experienced history’

4. ‘Socialization’ and spatialization

• From community and neighbourhood to relational citizenship



1. Clarification and conceptualization

 G.N. Grob, ‘The Paradox of Deinstitutionalization’ (1995).

 “a word that conjures up different meanings”,  “ambivalent character”

 “a term that is both imprecise and misleading”

 This lecture: “the many faces of deinstitutionalization’’

 Definitions vs. historical narrative!

 Conceptual history (Kosseleck’s Begriffsgeschichte)

 Dehospitalization, bed reduction, extramuralization, transmuralization, 

socialization, decategorization, etc. (a.o. Vijselaar, 2008!)

 Semantics ánd pragmatics: linking discourses, policies, and practices 



2. Localization and internationalization

 Initial starting point: “the Netherlands is lagging behind…”

 Lagging behind in what? (see: 1. clarification)

 Present debate about ‘confused persons’: “too much deinstitutionalisation”

 What is the norm/standard? 

 From comparative to connected histories

 Problem of incomparability

 Transnational crosstalk; the local and the global (e.g. Waterheuvel)

 Christian de Vito: “translocal and entangled histories”

 Horizontal diffusion and vertical localization of ideas and practices

 Plurality of sources, multiple actors



3. Legitimation and participation

 Grob: “It has often been noted that a society will be judged by the

manner in which it treats its most vulnerable and dependent citizens. 

In this sense, the severely mentally ill have a moral claim upon our

sympathy, upon our compasson, and above all, upon our assistance.”

 Dutch constitution 1983: right to healthcare

 EU charter of fundamental rights (2000): right to health

 What happened to these vulnerable and dependent citizens?

 Between two stools? (e.g.: origin of Waterheuvel)

 Rotterdam: haves/havenots; cans/cannots: Just Healthcare

 Not only (mental) health (care) issue: from institutions to people…



‘After the Asylum’ in Canada

 From a simple move out of custodial care to a wider understanding

that included a broader and more varied set of experiences

 Regional variation + transinstitutionalisation

 Significant challenges of life in the ‘community’, in neoliberal society 

 Experience of vulnerability and alienation

 Continued need for care and attention

 Complicated matrix of services: ‘Kafkaesque world of red tape’

 Perspective of those with lived experience: (ex-)patients ánd staff

 Co-created knowledge

 Shared ownership of history: principle of participatory democracy



Examples

 https://historyinpractice.ca/en

 https://aftertheasylum.apps01.yorku.ca/

 Vancouver’s Mental Patient Association (MPA): “a radical grassroots

response…..dramatically changed the way community participation

was conceptualised; it acually modelled how to create community”

https://historyinpractice.ca/en
https://aftertheasylum.apps01.yorku.ca/


Ootes (2012), medical anthropology

Fieldwork: participant-observation

 Relationships

 Everyday practices

 Materiality

 ‘space’ concept from human 

geography: ‘being in place’



4. ‘Socialization’ and spatialization

 Concept of citizenship (Pols 2016): 

 Position/rights of people with chronic diseases or disability

 Emancipation from patients to citizens

 Values of freedom, autonomy and equality

 Community and ‘neighbourhood’ as ‘landing places’?

 Aims of “integration” and “participation”: spatial methaphors!

 Putnam, Bowling alone (2000): traditional communities disappear

 “To have a house and the right to live independently does not

automatically lead to social contacts, jobs, or meaningful things to do”

 Big city-problems, limited carrying capacity of ‘communities’



Carrying capacitiy of ‘communities’

 1970s/1980s: MP Hein Roefhof

 Hein Roethof Award (crime prevention and improvement of public 

safety)

 https://hetccv.nl/onderwerpen/hein-

roethofprijs/documentenoverzicht/

 Ca. 1990: ‘Social renewal’ by minister of Internal Affairs (Dales)

 2007: 40 ‘Vogelaar neighbourhoods’

 2019: ‘Confused persons’

https://hetccv.nl/onderwerpen/hein-roethofprijs/documentenoverzicht/


From geographic to social space

 From community to network society

 Relational citizenship: relationships between citizens (Pols 2016)

 Tool for studying social relationships empirically

 Historical research: developments of social networks and practices

 (Archives of) newspapers, police, housing associations, Roethof Award, 

community centers, health centers, urban history ánd geography



Conclusion

1. Clarification: 

 Conceptual history: linking discourses and practices

2. Localization and internationalization:

 From national comparisons to translocality and entangled histories

 1 and 2 combined ‘set the scene’ (post doc project)

 Further operationalization? 



Conclusion (2)

3. Legitimazion and participation

 From institutions to people and experienced histories

4. ‘Socialization’ and spatialization

 Relation citizenship and ‘carrying capacity’ in a network society

 3 and in particular 4 may be urgent and innovative avenues for

research (PhD projects)

Further operationalization?

Deinstitutionalisation of the history of deinstitutionalisation!


